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The Mechanism for Acetylcholine Receptor
Inhibition by �-Neurotoxins and Species-Specific
Resistance to �-Bungarotoxin Revealed by NMR

or � (i.e �1X), respectively, before the one letter amino
acid code indicating the subunit type and the position
in sequence). Sequence analysis has shown that resis-
tance of certain species such as mongoose and cobra
to �-BTX is correlated with mutations in this region (Bar-
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In comparison to Torpedo AChR, which is homolo-Rehovot 76100
Israel gous to muscle AChR, the neuronal AChR (�7-homopen-

tamer) binds �-BTX with 20-fold weaker affinity and
short neurotoxins with five orders of magnitude weaker
affinity (Servent et al., 1998). �7 does not show anySummary
significant variations in its amino acid sequence among
different species and even mongoose �7 binds �-BTXThe structure of a peptide corresponding to residues
(Ariel et al., 1998). The peptide �7181-200 of chick neuronal182–202 of the acetylcholine receptor �1 subunit in
AChR (IPGKRNESFYECCKEPYPD, the numbering of allcomplex with �-bungarotoxin was solved using NMR
peptides is according to alignment with �1) binds �-BTXspectroscopy. The peptide contains the complete se-
with a dissociation constant of 3 � 10�5 M, three ordersquence of the major determinant of AChR involved in
of magnitude higher than that for the �1187-200 peptide�-bungarotoxin binding. One face of the long � hairpin
(Harel et al., 2001; Moise et al., 2002).formed by the AChR peptide consists of exposed non-

The three-dimensional solution structure of �-BTX inconserved residues, which interact extensively with
the toxin. Mutations of these receptor residues confer complex with a 13 residue peptide, LP (MRYYESSLK
resistance to the toxin. Conserved AChR residues SYPD), selected from a phage-displayed random pep-
form the opposite face of the � hairpin, which creates tide library (Scherf et al., 1997) as well as that between
the inner and partially hidden pocket for acetylcholine. �-BTX and two peptides based on the library peptide
An NMR-derived model for the receptor complex with and modified for higher affinity, HAP2 and HAP (WRYY
two �-bungarotoxin molecules shows that this pocket ESSLEPYPD and WRYYESSLLPYPD, respectively),
is occupied by the conserved �-neurotoxin residue were determined by NMR (HAP2) and X-ray crystallogra-
R36, which forms cation-� interactions with both phy (HAP) (Harel et al., 2001; Scherf et al., 2001). In the
�W149 and �W55/�W57 of the receptor and mimics ace- latter two structures, nine peptide residues were found
tylcholine. to interact with �-BTX. The high-affinity peptides are

highly homologous to the major �-BTX binding determi-
Introduction nant of the �7 subunit (�7187-200) with no insertion or dele-

tions in the sequence, and their two structurally impor-
The nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (AChR) is a ligand- tant proline residues are located at the same positions
gated cation channel activated upon binding of acetyl- (Moise et al., 2002). Replacement of �7 E187 and K194
choline (ACh). It is a 290 kDa membranal glycoprotein with tryptophan and leucine, respectively, in the HAP
found in muscle and neuronal tissues consisting of five peptides increased the affinity of the peptides to �-BTX
homologous subunits in the stoichiometry of �2��� or by three orders of magnitude. All other amino acids of
�2��� (Corringer et al., 2000; Karlin, 1993). Located on the HAP peptides were identical to human �7 or were
the postsynaptic surface of the neuromuscular junction, conservatively replaced. Replacement of HAPR188 and
the AChR translates the chemical signal of ACh binding HAPL194 by valine and proline as in the corresponding
into an electrical one, leading to muscle contraction. positions in the muscle �1 resulted in at least one and
The receptor has two ACh binding sites formed by the two orders of magnitude lower affinity, respectively, for
�/� and �/� subunits (Blount and Merlie, 1989). The � each replacement. Interestingly, �1P194 is conserved in
subunit of the muscle AChR (�1) also contains a high- species sensitive to �-BTX and is replaced by leucine
affinity binding site for antagonists such as �-neurotox- in both mongoose and cobra, which are resistant to
ins (Haggerty and Froehner, 1981). �-BTX, indicating that proline at position 194 is crucial

�-bungarotoxin (�-BTX) is a 74 amino acid, 8 kDa for �1 binding to �-BTX. �1V188 is an invariant �1 residue
�-neurotoxin derived from the venom of the snake Bung- (Barchan et al., 1992). These findings indicate that the
arus multicinctus. It binds to the postsynaptic muscle requirements for strong �-BTX binding are considerably
AChR with an IC50 value of 3.5 � 10�10 M (Wilson et different for �1 and HAP, the latter of which resembles
al., 1988), competitively inhibiting ACh binding, thereby �7 (Kasher et al., 2001).
preventing the depolarizing action on postsynaptic Recently, the structure of �-BTX in complex with a
membranes and blocking neuromuscular transmission. peptide corresponding to residues �7181-200 of chick neu-
The major determinant involved in toxin binding was ronal AChR was solved using NMR (Moise et al., 2002).
mapped to the segment �1W184-�1D200 which forms a The secondary structure of the peptide was not defined.
� hairpin (Samson et al., 2001) (�-BTX and AChR resi- Only four residues out of the 19 peptide residues were
dues are designated by a superscript B (BX), �1, �7, �, found to interact with �-BTX, and both the intermolecu-

lar � sheet and the peptide � hairpin conformation pre-
viously observed for �1182-202 (Samson et al., 2001) and3 Correspondence: jacob.anglister@weizmann.ac.il
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for HAP (Harel et al., 2001) and HAP2 (Scherf et al., 2001) the structure calculations of the �-BTX/�1182-202 complex
were not observed for �7181-200. including 375 intra-toxin, 104 peptide/toxin, and 43 intra-

The structure of the whole AChR has not been solved peptide constraints. This is an order of magnitude more
yet at high resolution. Recently, the crystal structure of long-range distance constraints than those used by
a snail ACh binding protein (AChBP) was determined Hawrot and coworkers for a shorter �1 peptide (Zeng
(Brejc et al., 2001). This homopentamer shares 27% se- et al., 2001). Torsion-angle constraints included 77
quence identity with �7. Superposition of the toxin φ-angles and 41 �1-angles. Figure 1A shows the back-
bound high-affinity peptide HAP on the analogous re- bone superposition of 28 lowest energy structures of
gion of the AChBP located the binding site for the complex that satisfy the experimental restraints with
�-neurotoxins at the outer perimeter of the AChBP at no NOE violations larger than 0.4 Å and no torsion angle
the interface between two identical subunits (Harel et violations exceeding 5	. The overall structure of the com-
al., 2001). The molecular axis of the toxin was found to plex is well defined with rmsd values of 0.84 Å and
be perpendicular both to the 5-fold symmetry axis and 1.45 Å for the backbone and heavy atoms, respectively
to the tangent to the pentameric ring (the molecular axis (excluding peptide terminal residues �1R182-�1G183 and
of �-BTX is defined here as the long axis of the second �1I201-�1T202). The structure of the � strands is very well
finger). Due to the perpendicular orientation, the contact defined with rmsd values of 0.45 Å and 1.00 Å for the
area between the toxin and the receptor is only 760 Å2, backbone and heavy atoms, respectively. The statistical
not accounting for the extremely high affinity between data for the final set of structures are presented in
the two proteins. Moreover, the superposition used re- Table 1.
sulted in numerous clashes between the toxin and the The Ramachandran plot (not shown) of the mean
homopentameric AChBP that could potentially be re- structure of the complex suggests that the φ and 

lieved by elaborate modeling. The clashes prevented angles of the structure predominantly occupy allowed
detailed analysis of the interactions between �-BTX and regions. Only one residue is outside the allowed region,
the heteropentameric muscle AChR, and the interac- namely �1C192. The φ and 
 angles of �1C192 are dis-
tions between the two proteins could be inferred only torted probably due to the vicinal disulfide bridge with
by analogy to the AChBP. �1C193. Such disulfide bonds are rare in proteins due to

In the present study, we determined the solution struc- their unusual strain in bond length and angle, suggesting
ture of a complex between �-BTX and a peptide corre- that they must play an important role in agonist binding
sponding to the segment �1R182-�1T202 containing the (Kao and Karlin, 1986).
entire major ligand binding domain of Torpedo �1, in-
cluding all residues previously found to be important for Structure of the Bound �-BTX
species-specific resistance to �-BTX. The one residue As shown in Figure 1B, the overall structure of �-BTX
insertion in the �1 sequence in comparison to �7 and consists of three long fingers and a C-terminal tail. Fin-
a different location of the proline residues resulted in a ger I forms a � hairpin with two antiparallel � strands
� bulge within the � hairpin, not found in �7. �1K185, consisting of residues BV2-BT6 and BI11-BT15. Finger II
�1W187, �1Y189, and �1 P194, found on the exposed face consists of two antiparallel � strands, BL22-BD30 and
of the �1182-202 � hairpin, interact extensively with �-BTX, BG37-BA45. Residues BE56-BC60 of finger III form a triple-
thus explaining all the natural mutations in �1 leading stranded antiparallel � sheet with finger II to create the
to species-specific resistance to snake toxins. Using

central core of the toxin. These motifs are present in
our NMR structure of �-BTX/�1182-202 complex, we con-

many �-neurotoxins (Tsetlin, 1999). The backbone rmsd
structed a homology-based model of the extracellular

values between �-BTX complexed with �1182-202 anddomain of the AChR, AChR-EC, in complex with two
complexed with HAP2 and HAP (Harel et al., 2001; Scherftoxin molecules. In this model, �-BTX forms an angle of
et al., 2001) are 1.81 Å and 1.65 Å, respectively, excludingapproximately 35	 with the plane of the pentameric ring
the C-terminal segment BK70-BG74, which does notand a 37	 angle with the tangent to the ring. This orienta-
seem to adopt a well-defined secondary structure.tion considerably increases the contact area between

The secondary structure of free �-BTX was deter-AChR and �-BTX. According to our model, more than
mined earlier (Basus et al., 1988). In the �-BTX complex1800 Å2 of the toxin surface are buried upon receptor
with �1185-196, residues BW28 and BV39 located at the edgebinding, compared to a mere 760 Å2 in the AChBP super-
of � sheet of the second finger zip together upon peptideposition (Harel et al., 2001), clearly in line with the high
binding (Basus et al., 1993). In the present study ofaffinity to the receptor. The conserved �-neurotoxin resi-
�-BTX in complex with the longer �1182-202, additionaldue BR36 occupies the partially buried deep pocket for
residues, namely BC29-BD30 and BG37-BK38, extend theACh, thus providing an explanation for the mechanism
� sheet, illustrating the importance of �1P197-�1D200 inof AChR inhibition by snake �-neurotoxins.
stabilizing the complex.

Results
Structure of Bound �1182-202

As already revealed in secondary structure determina-Structure Determination
tion of the bound peptide (Samson et al., 2001), �1182-202Structure determination by NMR is based on a large
adopts a � hairpin conformation, consisting of two anti-number of constraints on inter-proton distances ob-
parallel � strands formed by residues �1H186-�1T191 andtained from the analysis of the NOESY spectrum and
BY198-BD200 (Figure 2A) and a six residue connectingconstraints on dihedral angles obtained from measure-
loop made of �1C192-�1P197 (CCPDTP) rigidified by thements of 3J coupling constants (Wüthrich, 1986). A total

of 522 long-range distance constraints were used in disulfide bond and two prolines. The first three residues
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Figure 1. A Stereo View of the �-BTX/�1182-202 Complex

Only the peptide segment �1W184–�1D200, which exhibits a converged structure, is shown. N and C denote the termini of the toxin (blue) and
the peptide (red) and each tenth residue is numbered. (A) Backbone superposition of 28 lowest energy structures. (B) A ribbon diagram of
the energy-minimized average structure. All figures were prepared using Insight II and MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996).

of the elongated � strand �1H186-�1T191 interact with (Figure 2A). The upper face of the � hairpin is formed
by the sidechains of residues �1K185, �1W187, �1Y189,the second � strand of �1182-202, �1Y198-�1D200, thus clos-

ing the � hairpin, while the last three residues of the first �1P194, �1P197, and �1L199, while the lower face is
formed by the sidechains of �1H186, �1V188, �1Y190,strand, namely �1Y189-�1T191, associate with the toxin

residues BK38-BV40, to form an intermolecular � sheet �1C192, �1C193, �1Y198, and �1D200, thus stabilizing the
� hairpin conformation through mostly hydrophobic in-
teraction (Figure 2A).

Table 1. NMR Constraints and Structural Statistics for 28 Structures The corresponding region of AChBP (KKNSVTYSCC
of the �-BTX/�1182–202 Complex PEAYEDV, residues 179–194) was found to adopt a �

hairpin conformation, in which Ser186-Cys187 form a turnNMR Distance Constraints
Total constraints 1673 (Brejc et al., 2001). Backbone superposition of the �-BTX
Long range in �-BTX (|i � j| � 4) 375 bound AChR segments �1K185-�1Y190 and �1Y198-
Long range in peptide (|i � j| � 4) 43 �1L199 over that of the corresponding AChBP region
Toxin/peptide 134

resulted in an rmsd of 1.4 Å (Figure 2B), a deviationTorsion Angle Constraints 118
originating mostly from the one residue insertion �1P194φ angles constraints 77
in the AChR sequence. The two prolines (�1P194, �1P197)�1 angles constraints 41

NOE Violations (Å) of �1182-202 break the � structure and produce a � bulge
Maximum individual violation 0.40 consisting of the segment �1P194-�1P197. The second
Rmsd of NOE violations 0.033 � 0.002 � strand in AChBP extends beyond its three residue

Deviations from Ideal Covalent Geometry
counterpart in �1182-202 (�1Y198-�1D200).Bonds lengths (Å) 0.0041 � 0.0002

Bond angles (	) 0.6127 � 0.0236
Improper angles (	) 0.5268 � 0.0319

�1182-202/�-BTX Binding InteractionsMean Rmsd Values (Å)
Backbone atoms 0.84 Surrounded by the toxin, �1182-202 fits snugly into the
All heavy atoms 1.45 �-BTX binding site. As shown in Figure 2C and Table 2,
Backbone atoms of secondary structure 0.45 12 �1182-202 residues interact with 19 toxin residues. The
Backbone atoms of peptide (184–200) 0.43

sidechains of �1K185, �1W187, and �1Y189 interact
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Figure 2. The Structure and Interactions of the �-BTX Bound �1182-202

(A) Stereo representation of the hydrogen bonding and intramolecular side chain interactions of the bound �1182-202. Side chains pointing out
from the page are in green and side chains pointing inwards are in yellow. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds within the peptide and intermolecular
hydrogen bonds with BK38-BV40 are in red and blue dotted lines, respectively. (B) Superposition of the �1H186–�1D200 segment and the
corresponding segment of AChBP (N181-D194). Shown are the backbone atoms of �1182-202 (in red) and of the corresponding AChBP segment
(in green). (C) A stereo representation of side chain interactions of �1182-202 with �-BTX. The peptide (in red) interacts with the first finger (in
green), second finger (in blue), and C terminus (in yellow) of �-BTX.

through mostly hydrophobic interaction with residues with almost no gaps over the entire sequence (Figure
3H). The highest similarity is found in the secondaryBT6-BS12 of the first finger of �-BTX. Peptide residues
structure elements. The cysteine pair �1C128 and �1C142�1Y189-�1T191 interact with residues BK38-BV40 of the
is conserved in all AChR-EC subunits, while the vicinaltoxin � sheet core through an intermolecular � sheet
�1C192 and �1C193 pair is conserved in � subunits only.involving four hydrogen bonds (Figure 2A). Hydrophobic
Replacement of the sidechains of AChBP by those ofinteractions between �1Y189 and BV40 on the upper side
AChR-EC in the structurally conserved regions (see Ex-of the � hairpin and between �1Y190 and BV39 on the
perimental Procedures) resulted in no steric collisions.lower side of the � hairpin help stabilize the intermolecu-
The loops produced few molecular clashes, which werelar � sheet. The sidechains of tyrosines �1Y190 and
alleviated by manually assigning alternative rotamers�1Y198 on the lower side of the � hairpin interact with
to the sidechains of colliding residues. The resultingBR36 of the toxin’s second finger, a highly conserved
homology-based model of the heteropentameric AChR-toxin residue found to be important for toxin binding
EC is shown in Figure 3.to AChR (see below). Finally, residues �1Y189, �1T191,

According to our model, the ACh binding pocket, pre-�1C192, and �1P194 interact through mostly hydrophobic
viously identified in the crystal structure of the homo-interaction with residues BH68-BQ71 at the C terminus of
pentameric AChBP (Brejc et al., 2001), is located at thethe toxin (Figure 2C). Residues �1K185, �1W187, �1Y189,
interface between the �1� or �1� subunits and is lined�1Y190, �1T191, �1C192, and �1P194 are the strongest
by aromatic and hydrophobic residues: �1Y93, �1W149,contributors to the contact surface between �1182-202 and �1Y190, and �1Y198 of the �1 subunit as well as �W55/

the toxin. �W57 and �L119/�L121. Different residues are found in
the corresponding positions in the other subunits, ac-

A Model for AChR-EC counting for the absence of ligand binding.
The sequence identity between AChBP and each AChR-
EC subunit is only 19%–24% (Brejc et al., 2001). Never- The Ion Channel
theless, the sequence alignment of the AChBP monomer AChBP is a soluble protein found in the synaptic cleft,

where it modulates synaptic transmission. It consists ofand each of the AChR-EC subunits shows a good fit
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Table 2. Interactions between �-BTX and the AChR Various Subunits

�-BTX � � �

T5 Y189
T6 W187 Y189
A7 K185 H186 W187
T8 K185 W187 L199
S9 W187 L199
P10 W187 Y189
I11 W187 Y189
S12 K185
K26 W170 E176 I177 I178 I179 E182
M27 T191
W28 E169 W170 I171 H172 P175 E176 E182 A183
C29 A167 V168 E169 W170 D171 A183
D30 Y190 T36 W55 I171 D171 Y172 P173 A183
A31 Y190 L119 T36 W55 T38 W57 D171
F32 K34 T36 A162 T164
C33 T36 A162 A167 V168 R189 D165 G169 K170 D171 K195
S34 K34 L35 T36 R189 S36 L37 T38 L39 K170 D171 K195
S35 K34 T36 W55 E57 L119 S36 L37 T38 W57 D59 L121 M163
R36 W149 Y190 Y198 W55 E57 L119 T38 W57 D59 L121
G37 Y190 T191
K38 Y190 T191 A167 D165
V39 Y189 Y190 T191 I171 H172
V40 Y189 Y190 T191 C192
E41 V188 H172 P175 W176
L42 Y189
C48 I178
P49 I178
K51 W170 E182
K52 E169 W170 D180
P53 E166
Y54 E166 A167 V168 E169 I186 R187 I167 D168 K170
E55 E169 W170 E182
H68 Y189 T191 C192
P69 T191 C192
K70 T191 C192 P194
Q71 C192 P194

Underlined are residues that form intermolecular toxin-receptor hydrogen bonds.
Interactions between the toxin and the �-subunit that were detected by NMR are in italics.

five identical subunits arranged as a doughnut to form NMR structure of this entire segment was used instead
of a model based on AChBP, which has one deletiona central pore. This protein is not an ion channel and

therefore does not require a negatively charged duct in this segment. The exchange with the whole �-BTX/
�1182-202 complex automatically dictated the position ofalong its 5-fold axis. Indeed, the electrostatic potential

map of AChBP, shown in Figures 3A and 3B, presents the toxin relative to the receptor, thus generating an
NMR-derived model for the �-BTX/AChR-EC complexa slightly positively charged cavity on one side (3A) and

a slightly negative cavity on the other side (3B). On the (Figures 3F and 3G). A steric clash observed between
the sidechain of BS34 and the receptor was resolved byother hand, the heteropentameric AChR forms a strongly

negative duct (Figures 3C and 3D), which measures energy minimization, allowing movement of only three
residues (BC33-BS35). Several steric clashes between1–1.5 nm in radius, and 5 nm in height. Several residues

lining the inner perimeter of the AChR channel duct are the sidechains of �168-�174 (�169-�180 in the � subunit)
and �-BTX were eliminated by dynamics and energydifferent from those of the AChBP. Uncharged amino

acids of the AChBP are mutated to negatively charged minimization.
�-BTX forms an angle of approximately 35	 with theones (i.e., S79 to �1D/�,�E, S80 to �1,�D, S93 to �1,�,�,�D)

and positively charged to negative or neutral residues plane of the pentameric ring of AChR and a 37	 angle
with the tangent to the ring (Figures 3F and 3G). In(i.e., H69 to �1D/�,�E/�A, K94 to �1D/�,�Q/�S).
contrast, the superimposed model located �-BTX in the
plane of the pentameric ring and perpendicular to theNMR-Derived Model of the �-BTX/AChR-EC

Complex tangent to the AChBP ring (Harel et al., 2001). The differ-
ent angular orientation of �-BTX in the AChR modelThe � hairpin (�1K185-�1D200, shown in red in Figure 3E)

in the NMR structure of the �-BTX/�1182-202 complex was dramatically increases its contact area with the receptor
by a factor of �2.5 (see below).superimposed on the corresponding � hairpin in the

AChR-EC model. The � hairpin in the AChR model was The most striking feature of the NMR-derived model
of the AChR/�-BTX complex is the ACh binding sitethen exchanged with the NMR structure of the entire

�-BTX/�1182-202 complex. This procedure better defined occupied by BR36 (Figures 4A and 4B), which mimics
ACh (Figure 4C). The majority of the receptor residuesthe � hairpin conformation in the AChR model since the
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Figure 3. The NMR-Derived AChR-EC Model in Complex with �-BTX and a Comparison of AChR-EC and AChBP Electrostatic Potentials

(A–D) Electrostatic potential surface of the AChBP and the heteropentameric AChR-EC as viewed perpendicularly to the 5-fold axis. Top (A)
and bottom (B) views of AChBP as well as top (C) and bottom (D) views of the AChR-EC model are shown. Negative and positive potentials
are in red and blue, respectively. The electrostatic potentials were calculated using the DelPhi module of the program Insight II (Accelrys).
(E) A ribbon representation of the NMR structure of the �-BTX/�1182-202 complex used to obtain the model of the AChR-EC complex with �-BTX.
(F–G) A ribbon diagram of the AChR-EC model in complex with two �-BTX molecules. Shown are a side (F) and top (G) view of the complex.
The �1 subunits are in red, � subunit in purple, � subunit in yellow, � subunit in green, and toxin molecules in blue. (H) Sequence alignment
of AChBP monomer and the AChR subunits. More than 50 sequences of the receptor subunits from different species were aligned using the
program ClustalW. Numbering follows the AChBP sequence, stars and dots denote invariable and conserved residues, respectively. � helices
and � sheets of the AChBP are denoted.

interacting with BR36 are from the �1 subunit. The posi- of BR36 sidechain. �1C192 and �1C193 are close to the
carbonyl group of BR36 and the methylene of BG37. Nota-tively charged guanidinium group of BR36 forms cation-

interactions with �1W149, �W57 (�W55 in the � subunit), bly, the orientation of BR36 in the AChR/�-BTX model
is dictated by the interactions with �1Y190 and �1Y198 asand possibly with �1Y93. In addition, a hydrogen bond

is formed between the guanido group of BR36 and the observed by NMR and was not changed in the modeling
process.carbonyl oxygen of �1W149. �1Y190, �1Y198, and �L121

(�L119 in the � subunit) interact with the methylenes A stereo representation of the whole AChR binding
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Figure 4. Interactions of �-BTX with AChR-EC in the NMR-Derived Model

(A) Interactions of �-BTX BR36 (blue) in the ACh binding pocket of AChR at the interface between the �1 and � subunits and (B) at the interface
between the �1 and � subunits. Residues of the �1, �, and � subunit are presented in pink, yellow, and green, respectively. (C) Structural
comparison between ACh (red) and the arginine residue (blue). (D) Stereo view of the binding interface of the toxin with the �1 and � subunits.
Residues of the toxin first finger, C terminus, second finger, and third finger are presented from left to right in blue ribbons. Residues of the
�1 and � subunits are shown in red and green, respectively. The three figures and C-terminal of �-BTX and �AChR subunits are denoted. (E)
Electrostatic interactions between �-BTX and the � subunit. A stereo representation of the ribbon diagrams of the �1 (in red) and � subunit
(in yellow) interacting with the toxin (in blue). The salt bridges �E169–BK52 and �E176–BK26 are indicated by dashed lines. (F) The corresponding
interactions of �-BTX with the � subunit. A stereo representation of the ribbon diagrams of the �1 (in red) and � subunit (in green) interacting
with the toxin (in blue). The salt bridges BK26–�E182, BK38–�E165, and BK52–�D180 are indicated by dashed lines.

site and its interaction with �-BTX is given in Figure 4D. exception being the interaction of �1W149 with BR36.
The first finger of the toxin interacts with the �1 subunitA summary of all the interactions between �-BTX and

AChR is given in Table 2. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds only. The long second finger of �-BTX penetrates deeply
into the interface between the �1� and the �1� subunits,in the NMR-derived model are indicated as well (Table

2). Almost all the interactions of the �1 subunit with and residues BK26-BE41 (BR36 included) interact exten-
sively with both subunits but mostly with the � and �the toxin arise from residues �1K185-�1L199, the only
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Figure 5. Fraction of Buried Surface upon Complex Formation of the AChR-EC and �-BTX

Fractional solvent accessibility of each amino acid residue was calculated separately for the unbound receptor and toxin as well as for their
complex. Bars correspond to the difference between the free and bound fractional solvent accessibility of every residue. Values of the two
�-BTX molecules are shown in (A) and (B), and values of the receptor subunits are presented in the (C) �1 subunit at the �1� interface, (D) �

subunit, (E) �1 subunit at the �1� interface, and (F) � subunit. The solvent accessibility was calculated using Insight II (Accelrys).

subunits. The third finger interacts with the � and � the AChR interactions with �-BTX are formed by single
loops in the �1, �, and � subunits (185-200, 162-177,subunits and the C terminus of the toxin interacts only

with the �1 subunit. Two buried intermolecular salt brid- and 163-182, respectively). At the high-affinity binding
site, 791 Å2 of the �1 subunit and 870 Å2 of the � subunitsges are formed with the � subunit (BK26-�E176 and BK52-

�E169) and three buried salt bridges are formed with the are buried upon �-BTX binding. At the lower affinity
binding site, 784 Å2 of the �1 subunit and 766 Å2 of the� subunit (BK26-�E182, BK38-�E165, and BK52-�D180) as

shown in Figures 4E and 4F. The additional buried salt � subunit are buried upon �-BTX binding.
bridge formed between �-BTX and the � subunit may
explain the higher affinity of �-BTX to the binding site Discussion
formed by the �1 and � subunits.

Figure 4D illustrates how extensive the interactions The �1182-202 Peptide Mimics the Corresponding
Region of AChRbetween �-BTX and AChR are. Upon binding AChR,

37% (1869 Å2) and 34% (1745 Å2) of the toxin surface In this study, the three-dimensional structure of the ma-
jor neurotoxin binding determinant of �1 in complex with(5013 Å2) become buried at the �1� and �1� interfaces,

respectively (Figures 5A and 5B). The buried surface �-BTX was determined by NMR. This study emphasizes
the importance of selecting the appropriate length ofarea of the toxin is unusually large in comparison to

other protein-protein complexes and explains the very the �1 peptide prior to structure elucidation. Shorter
peptides would not have contained all residues contrib-tight binding between �-BTX and AChR. The additional

contact area of 124 Å2 is consistent with the higher uting to �-BTX binding or maintained the proper � hair-
pin fold, while longer peptides lead to aggregation. Byaffinity of the �1� binding site. Figures 5C–5F show the

contribution of AChR residues to the binding. Most of first mapping the �1 determinant involved in �-BTX bind-
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Figure 6. Comparison of the Different �-BTX/
Peptide Complexes

(A) Comparison of the interactions between
�-BTX and its bound peptide in different com-
plexes. The sequences of the peptides are
given on top of the figure. The interactions
are indicated by colored boxes, each color
corresponding to a different peptide. Heavy
atoms less than 4 Å apart were considered as
interacting. Distances were calculated using
Insight II (Accelrys). (B) Superposition of a
ribbon diagram of the NMR structures of
�1182-202, �1185-196, �1181-198, and �7181-200. (C) Su-
perposition of a ribbon diagram of the struc-
ture of �1182-202, mimotope peptide, library
peptide, HAP, and HAP2. The color coding
for (A), (B), and (C) is as follows: mimotope
peptide in yellow (Scarselli et al., 2002), HAP
in dark blue (Harel et al., 2001), library peptide
in light blue (Scherf et al., 1997), HAP2 in
brown (Scherf et al., 2001), �7181-200 in green
(Moise et al., 2002), �1181-198 in black (Zeng et
al., 2001), �1185-196 in orange (Basus et al.,
1993), and �1182-202 in red (present study).

ing (Samson et al., 2001), we obtained the optimal length al., 2002), which form a globular conformation rather
than a � hairpin. As shown in Figure 6A only the interac-of the peptide.

The � hairpin structure of �1182-202 bound to �-BTX tions of Y189, Y190, E191, and L194 in these two pep-
tides (Scherf et al., 2001; Scarselli et al., 2002) are similaremulates that of the corresponding region in �1 bound to

�-BTX. Designed by nature to bind to the corresponding to those of the corresponding residues in �1182-202. There-
fore, although the library-derived peptide and the HAPsegment of muscle �1, the �-BTX binding site serves

as a template and forces the flexible �1182-202 peptide to peptides can serve as a better template for antidotes
against snake �-neurotoxins in comparison with �1182-202,fold into a conformation similar to that of native �1. The

assumption that the bound �1182-202 folds into its native it is dubious whether they can accurately mimic the
structure and interactions of �1182-202.structure is supported by the good agreement with the

structure of AChBP, showing that the corresponding The deletion at position 196, the location of the two
prolines, and the high sequence homology potentiallyregion in AChBP forms a � hairpin. As shown in Figures

6A and 6B, shorter �1 peptides (Basus et al., 1993; Zeng make the HAP peptides similar in conformation to �7
rather than �1. The difference between the HAP peptideet al., 2001) differ considerably from each other and from

�1182-202 in their interactions and conformation. Strangely, and �1 is further emphasized by the observation that
HAPL194 contributes significantly to the binding to �-BTXthe interactions of the N and C termini halves of the �1

peptide are exchanged in �1181-198 (Zeng et al., 2001) in and its replacement by proline, as in the �1 sequence
of species sensitive to �-BTX, reduced the binding affin-comparison to both �1185-196 (Basus et al., 1993) and

�1182-202 (Figure 6). ity by two orders of magnitude (Kasher et al., 2001).
Moreover, replacement of HAPR188 by valine, which isThe library-derived and the HAP peptides were se-

lected on the basis of high affinity to �-BTX. This selec- invariant at this position in �1, resulted in a decrease of
one order of magnitude in the affinity to �-BTX (Kashertion may compromise the most important function of

this determinant, i.e., ACh binding, and alter the confor- et al., 2001). The observation that �7 of different species
are highly homologous and the fact that even the mon-mation of the peptide to optimize the interaction with

�-BTX. This is especially evident in the lead library pep- goose �7 binds �-BTX (Ariel et al., 1998) clearly counter-
indicate the use of the �7 scaffold to study species-tide (Scherf et al., 2001) and its derivative (Scarselli et
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specific resistance against �-BTX. While the interaction suggested that NmmI R33 is inserted between the �1
and � subunits and anchors the � toxin to the surfacesof the �7 peptide with �-BTX is mostly by residues

�7F189, �7Y190, and �7E191 (Moise et al., 2002), the inter- of both subunits (Malany et al., 2000), exactly as ob-
served for BR36 in our NMR-derived model of �-BTXaction of �1 with �-BTX includes also residues at the

base of � hairpin such as �1K185 and �1W187, the muta- complex with AChR (see Figures 4A and 4B). Moreover,
the NmmI K27 (homologous to BK26) was found to formtion of which confer resistance against �-BTX (see be-

low). Interestingly, HAP/�7E191 interacts more extensively strong electrostatic interaction with �E176 (see Figure
4E). Mutation of the Nmm1 K47 (homologous to BK52)with �-BTX in comparison to �1T191 and forms an elec-

trostatic interaction with BK38 (Figure 6A). decreased the affinity of the toxin to AChR by a factor
of 400, and a weak interaction with �D174 was observed.As shown in Figures 6A and 6C, the two HAP peptides

(Harel et al., 2001; Scherf et al., 2001) are considerably The mutation of �E169 has not been tested. The above
interactions observed by Taylor and coworkers are inshorter than �1182-202 and exhibit differences in the con-

formation and location of the tip of the � hairpin due to excellent agreement with the interactions observed in
our NMR-derived model (Table 2), attesting to the relia-the one residue insertion and the � bulge in �1182-202. The

HAP peptides do not include K185 and H186, making bility of the modeling of the AChR �1 and � subunits in
complex with �-BTX. As stated earlier, such detailedHAPW187 the positively charged N terminus. The � sheet

interactions between �1H186-�1W187 and �1L199-�1D200 analysis of the interactions between the heteropentam-
eric AChR and �-BTX was not possible using the super-were not observed in the HAP, and the � hairpin is only

11 residues long in comparison to 15 residues in �1182-202. position of �-BTX on the crystal structure of AChBP
which resulted in several clashes.Moreover, as a result of crystal packing forces, the posi-

tion and orientation of HAPW187 differ by as much as
3.9 Å between the two different monomers observed in BR36 Is Invariant in Snake �-Neurotoxins
the crystal structure of HAP with �-BTX (Harel et al., Sequence alignment of several long and short �-neuro-
2001). toxins displayed a high sequence identity (35%–65%)

as well as five invariant cystine bridges (Figure 7). The
alignment revealed that the arginine at the tip of theComparison of the NMR-Derived Model with
second finger, BR36, and BG37 are invariant (Figure 7).Earlier Site-Directed Mutagenesis Studies
As mentioned earlier, BR36 occupies the ACh bindingA large number of residues within the 184–200 sequence
site on the receptor, while the small and flexible BG37have been implicated by various experimental methods
enables optimal fit of BR36 in the ACh binding pocket.as important for �-BTX binding (Aronheim et al., 1988;
These findings are in excellent agreement with mutagen-Chaturvedi et al., 1993; Conti Tronconi et al., 1991; Lev-
esis results that show that a mutation of R33 of NmmIandoski et al., 1999; Spura et al., 1999). However, these
(homologous to BR36, see Figure 7) results in four ordersstudies were unable to reveal how the mutations influ-
of magnitude decrease in the affinity of the toxin toence toxin binding at the atomic-resolution level, and
AChR (Osaka et al., 2000). In addition to BR36 and BG37,to determine whether the toxin affinity decreased due
residues BW28 and BP49 were the only invariant residuesto side chain modification or due to change in conforma-
excluding the cysteines. Remarkably, BW28 interacts ex-tion of the AChR peptides or segments. Our structure
tensively with the � and � subunits.indicates that the side chains of residues �1K185,

�1W187, �1Y189, �1Y190 �1T191, �1C192, �1P194, and
�1Y198 interact directly with �-BTX. On the other hand, BR36 Mimics the Interactions of ACh

in the AChR Binding Sitethe side chains of residues �1W184, �1H186, �1V188,
�1C193, �1P197, and �1D200 do not contribute directly to The structural and chemical similarity between ACh and

arginine makes it the best amino acid mimic of ACh (see�-BTX binding.
Reduction of the disulfide bond did not decrease sig- Figure 4C). Therefore, the NMR-observed interactions

of BR36 in the ACh binding site and the additional onesnificantly the peptide affinity to �-BTX. However, methyl-
ation of the free thiols decreased the affinity consider- found in the model are probably common to ACh. Photo-

affinity labeling and mutational analysis of Torpedoably (Kao and Karlin, 1986). This latter finding coincides
with our results that indicate that �1C192 is directly in- AChR indicated that residues �1W86, �1Y93, �1W149,

�1Y151, �1Y190, �1C192, �1C193, and �1Y198 from the �1volved in �-BTX binding, whereas �1C193 and its disul-
fide bridge are not. Nevertheless, it should be stated subunit and �W55, �E57, �L109, �Y111, �Y117, �L119,

�D174, and �E176 from the � subunit contribute to AChthat the disulfide bridge rigidifies the � hairpin tip and
passively contributes to toxin affinity. binding (Grutter and Changeux, 2001). As can be seen

in Table 2, our NMR-derived model is in excellent agree-The NMR-derived model of the �-BTX/AChR complex
is in a remarkable agreement with pairwise interactions ment with these earlier predictions. These residues in-

volved in ACh binding are highly conserved in all speciesbetween AChR and the short �-neurotoxin Naja Mos-
sambica Mossambica I (NmmI) revealed by double mu- to allow proper binding of ACh by enabling the cation-

and hydrophobic interactions required for binding. Ourtant cycle experiments (Malany et al., 2000; Osaka et
al., 2000). The NmmI R33 (homologous to BR36, see NMR-derived model shows that both �1W149 and �W55

(�W57 in the � subunit) form cation- interactions withFigure 7) was found to interact with �L119 and �W55,
and a cation- interaction between �W55 and the NmmI the guanidinium group of BR36. The cation- interaction

between �1W149 and ACh was postulated by DoughertyR33 was suggested (Osaka et al., 2000). In addition,
NmmI R33 was found to be coupled to �1W149, �1V188, and coworkers (Zhong et al., 1998). In the structure of

AChBP, W143 (homologous to �W149) was found to�1Y190, �1Y198, and �1D200 of the �1 subunit. It was thus
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Figure 7. Sequence Alignment of Various �-Neurotoxins

Highlighted are the invariant cysteine residues (in yellow) and noncysteine residues (in orange).

form cation- interaction with a HEPES molecule that
partially occupied the inferred ACh binding site (Brejc
et al., 2001). A similar type of interaction was observed
between W84 of ACh esterase and a quaternary ligand
(Harel et al., 1993). A cation- interaction between �W55
and a neurotoxin arginine was suggested on the basis
of double mutant cycle experiments (Osaka et al., 2000).
We therefore conclude that the quaternary ammonium
group of ACh forms cation- interactions with both
�1W149 and �W55, as does BR36.

The NMR Structure of �-BTX Complex with �1182-202

Accounts for Species-Specific Susceptibility
to the Toxin
Snake neurotxins have evolved to paralyze the snakes’
prey by inactivating muscle AChR and therefore both
long and short �-neutrotoxins exhibit high affinity to
muscle AChR and its �1 subunit. In Figure 8, sequences
of the �1 of various species are presented together with
their relative binding affinity to �-BTX. The natural preys
of the snake Bungarus multicinctus are frogs and chicks,
and it is therefore not surprising that �-BTX binds lethally
and with the highest affinity to their �1. The Torpedo
californica �1 sequence is similar to that of frogs and,

Figure 8. Sequence Comparison of �1 of Different Species Showingtherefore, exhibits similar affinities (Ohana and Ger-
the Segment 184–200shoni, 1990). On the other hand, snakes themselves and
Affinities to �-BTX are obtained from Ohana and Gershoni (1990),their predators such as the mongoose are naturally re-
Conti-Tronconi et al. (1991), and Barchan et al. (1995). �1 residuessistant to snake venom in general, and �-BTX in particu-
interacting with �-BTX are marked with colored arrows and residueslar (Barchan et al., 1992). Other species such as humans
involved in the intramolecular � strand/� strand interactions are

and hedgehogs, the latter being closely related to the marked with black arrows. Conserved �1 residues are colored red,
mongoose, exhibit reduced sensitivity to �-BTX poison- and natural mutations leading to a decrease or abolition of �-BTX

affinity are in yellow.ing (Barchan et al., 1995). Understanding the influence
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of a mutation on the actual binding is a powerful tool in in the AChBP superposition (Harel et al., 2001). The
additional surface area observed in the AChR/�-BTXrelating �1 structure to its function.

The � hairpin �1K185-�1D200 is the major �1 subunit complex is due to interactions between the �/� subunits
with �-BTX third finger not observed in the AChBP su-determinant involved in both ACh and snake toxin bind-

ing, protruding out of the �1 subunit as a long tongue. perposition and more extensive interactions of the
�-BTX first finger with the �1 subunit due to the longerWhile the upper and lower face of the � hairpin and the

backbone of the N-terminal � strand (�1Y189–�1T191) are �1 determinant recognized by �-BTX. Numerous inter-
actions between AChR and �-BTX are observed in theinvolved in toxin binding (see Figure 2), only the lower

face is involved directly in ACh binding. Resistance to AChR model, and they agree very well with vast bio-
chemical data obtained from photoaffinity labeling andsnakes’ toxins can therefore be obtained by mutating

residues with side chains pointing to the upper face site-directed mutagenesis. Due to clashes between
�-BTX and AChBP residues, such interactions could bewhile conserving those with side chains pointing down-

wards and that are crucial for ACh binding. Figure 8 only vaguely inferred from the AChBP superposition,
and potential interactions with AChR could be deducedindicates that mutations of residues �1K185, �1W187,

�1Y189, �1P194, and �1P197 lead to a decrease or loss only by analogy to AChR. All data on species-specific
resistance to �-BTX are handsomely explained by theof toxin binding capability. In snakes, resistance to

�-neurotoxins is conferred by the �1K185W, �1W187S, NMR structure of the �1 peptide. This data could not
be correlated with the structure of �7, the sequence of�1Y189N, and �1P194L mutations while in mongoose,

resistance is obtained by �1W187N (putatively N-glyco- which is highly homologous among the different spe-
cies. Finally, the critical role suggested in our studysylated), �1Y189T, �1P194L, and �1P197H mutations (Bar-

chan et al., 1995). Our structure indicates that the side for BR36 is in perfect agreement with its conservation
throughout the �-neurotoxin family (Figure 7). It is notchains of residues �1K185, �1W187, �1Y189, and �1P194

point to the upper side of the � hairpin and interact only that the �-BTX second finger serves as a mechani-
cal lid, preventing ACh from entering and leaving theextensively with �-BTX. The aforementioned mutations

obviate the favorable interactions with the toxin and binding pocket (Harel et al., 2001). Rather, the
�-neurotoxin-conserved R36 mimics ACh in its bindingabolish its binding. Figure 8 also indicates that mutations

of residues �1D195 and �1T196 do not significantly alter pocket and forms cation- interactions with both �W149
and �W55/�W57 of the AChR.the AChR affinity to the toxin. In susceptible species

such as frogs, �1T196 is replaced by a lysine, whereas
Experimental Proceduresin cats, �1D195 is replaced by threonine. Interestingly,

T1 relaxation time in the rotating frame (T1�) and rmsd
NMR Sample Preparation

values of residues �1D195 and �1T196 suggest they are The peptide, EERGWKHWVYYTCCPDTPYLDITEE (�1182-202), corre-
more flexible than other residues within the binding de- sponding to residues 182–202 of the �1 of Torpedo californica and

elongated with two glutamic residues at each terminus to increaseterminant (Samson et al., unpublished data). Our find-
solubility, was synthesized and purified as previously describedings suggest that these residues are solvent exposed in
(Samson et al., 2001). �-BTX was purchased from Sigma. The �-BTX/�1182-202 and do not contribute to �-BTX binding. Finally,
�1182-202 complex was prepared and purified as described earlier.Figure 8 shows that residues �1H186, �1V188, �1Y190,
The purified and lyophilized complex was dissolved in 90% H2O/10%

�1C192, �1C193, �1Y198, and �1D200, which form the lower D2O and 0.05% NaN3 and acidified with HCl to pH 4. Final concentra-
face of the � hairpin, are conserved. Four of these resi- tion of the complex in the NMR sample was 2 mM. For measure-

ments in D2O, the lyophilized �-BTX/�1182-202 complex was dissolveddues, namely, �1Y190, �1C192, �1C193, �1Y198, form the
in 99.8% D2O, incubated at 42	C for 14 hr, and lyophilized again.binding site for ACh and interact with BR36, which mim-
The complex was then redissolved in 99.99% D2O and acidified toics ACh.
pH 4 using d4-acetic acid.The forms of AChR found in the brain, like �7 as well

as �2-�6, are not the natural target for snake �-neurotox- NMR Measurements
ins as these toxins cannot cross the blood-brain barrier. NOESY spectra with 8K data points in F2 and 800 increments in F1

were acquired with mixing times of 40 and 150 ms in 90% H2O/10%The sequences of �7 from different species are highly
D2O and in D2O. States-TPPI method was used for phase sensitivityhomologous and they strongly bind long neurotoxins
and the WATERGATE (WATER suppression by gradient-tailored ex-but only weakly short neurotoxins. Mongoose resistance
citation) or 3-19-9 sequences were used for water suppression into �-BTX developed by mutations in the �1 segment
the H2O sample (Piotto et al., 1992; Sklenar et al., 1993). A double-

184-200 while its �7 still binds �-BTX and its sequence quantum filtered correlation spectroscopy (DQF-COSY) spectrum
is highly homologous to those of mice and humans (Ariel was acquired in D2O using presaturation of the HDO resonance. All

spectra were acquired at 37	C on Bruker DMX-500 and DRX-800et al., 1998).
spectrometers and then processed and analyzed using Bruker’s
XWINNMR and AURELIA software packages (Neidig et al., 1995).Conclusion

Our NMR-derived model for AChR-EC in complex with Experimental Constraints
�-BTX provides a convincing and complete explanation The calibration curve for distance restraints in the amide and aro-

matic regions was based on the intensity of sequential H�(i)/HN(i�1)for �-BTX binding and mode of inhibition of muscle
crosspeaks of residues involved in � sheet, corresponding to aAChR. The toxin forms a 37	 angle with the tangent to
distance of 2.2 Å. The cross peak intensities of the H�/H� interstrandthe pentameric ring rather than being perpendicular,
NOEs in � sheets, corresponding to a 2.3 Å distance, were used asthus maximizing the contact area between �-BTX and
a reference for NOE distances in the aliphatic region of the spectrum

AChR. The extremely high affinity of the toxin to AChR is recorded in 99.99% D2O. The upper bound distance constraints
reconcilable with the large contact area of over 1800 Å2, were 130% of the NOE-derived distances to account for internal

motion and proton multiplicity (Roberts, 1993), and the lower bounddramatically larger than a contact of 760 Å2 observed
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